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Wireless Personal or Body Area Networks (WPANs or WBANs) are the main mechanisms to develop healthcare systems for an
ageing society. Such systems offer monitoring, security, and caring services by measuring physiological body parameters using
wearable devices. Wireless sensor networks allow inexpensive, continuous, and real-time updates of the sensor data, to the data
repositories via an Internet. A great deal of research is going on with a focus on technical, managerial, economic, and social health
issues. The technical obstacles, which we encounter, in general, are better methodologies, architectures, and context data storage.
Sensor communication, data processing and interpretation, data interchange format, data transferal, and context data storage
are sensitive phases during the whole process of body parameter acquisition until the storage. ANT+ is a proprietary (but open
access) low energy protocol, which supports device interoperability by mutually agreeing upon device profile standards. We have
implemented a prototype, based upon ANT+ enabled sensors for a real-time scenario. This paper presents a system architecture,
with its software organization, for real-timemessage interpretation, event-driven based real-time bidirectional communication, and
schema flexible storage. A computer user uses it to acquire and to transmit the data using a Windows service to the context server.

1. Introduction

The ageing population of a country shows the progress of
its healthcare policies. World Health Organization (WHO)
gives facts about ageing areas: “between 2000 and 2050, the
proportion of theworld’s population over 60 years will double
from about 11% to 22%. The number of people aged 60 years
and over is expected to increase from 605 million to 2 billion
over the same period.” European Commission ageing report
states that by 2060 one in three Europeans will be over 65
[1]. The ratio of working people to inactive people is shifting
from 4 to 1 today to 2 to 1 by 2060. The challenge is how to
keep them active and productive because at an old age people
lose self-control and independence due to physical or mental
diseases.This affects theirmobility and confines them to their
homes, especially during the winters in the frigid regions.
The research indicates that individual health management,
physical exercise sessions, and remote monitoring on the
daily basis contribute greatly to prevent diseases.

Another challenge is to minimize the healthcare expense.
We can see a complete list of income spendings upon health
by each country here [2]. European digital agenda states that
the costs of health and social care will rise substantially to
about 9% of EU GDP in 2050 [3]. By 2020, Europe will face
up to 2 million vacancies in health and social care sector [4].
Under half of all US health spending is by private companies
and the situation is almost same with EU countries. This
encourages the business stakeholders to invest in the health-
care sector.

Healthcare is more than a medical problem. Information
Communication Technology (ICT) is the most powerful tool
to provide cost-effective and high-quality remote healthcare
services. Healthcare services, such as Electronic Medicine,
ElectronicHeath,Telemedicine,MobileHealth, and Telehealth,
have taken care of the young and the elder society members,
by utilizing telecommunication network, information tech-
nology, and data-driven systems [5]. Particularly the Internet
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[6], wireless technologies [7], databases [8], and telemetry [9–
12] have contributed many fields, such as observation of lives
of rare species [13], smart homes [14–16], medical assistance
[7, 17, 18], and security surveillance [19, 20]. It is not possible
to nurse a society without measuring the body parameters,
such as heartbeat, blood pressure, or temperature. The phe-
nomenon is to be “Keep in Touch (KIT)” [6] with the user and
to use Smart Objects (SOs), enabled with wireless technolo-
gies, to facilitate telemonitoring processes. SOs are in fact
wireless devices or sensors having identification, with the
capability to detect changings or events in the environment
and to transmit the acquired parameters within a certain dis-
tance. Therefore to measure physiological body parameters,
remote healthcare systems demand a wearable sensor tech-
nology, such as described in [7].Wearable and implementable
biosensors are embedded computers used to develop Body
Area Networks (BANs), to provide monitoring services,
such as personal care, hospital care, clinical care, individual
security, sports, and fitness applications [18, 21].

To provide healthcare services to the seniors, there is a list
of goals and technical challenges to meet. There is a range of
objectives, such as miniaturization of a sensor device to its
communication; integration of devices to build the networks;
device data interpretation and its delivery; sensor data reliable
storage to later predictive or descriptive analysis; and integra-
tion of further stakeholders, such as patients, physicians, and
hospitals. On the other side, to better meet the goals, we
encounter with a list of theoretical and practical challenges,
such as less energy consumption, devices integration, data
acquisition, general message processing and interpretation,
real-time data exchange in the web, and scalable structural
independent data storage.

Due to fewer energy resources, we can not replace batter-
ies frequently during long monitoring operations. Different
Media Access Control (MAC) protocols have been developed
for bandwidth maintenance and low energy consumption
[22–25]. A new 2.4GHz protocol called ANT+ has recently
become famous due to its less battery utilization to develop
WPANs [26]. Its range is 30 meters (m) and battery prevails
up to 3 years comparative to Bluetooth LowEnergy (BLE) and
ZigBee with 1 year and 6 months, respectively [27]. ANT+
builds its ecosystem through device interoperability by imple-
menting device profiles, which are ANT+ protocol branded
standards.

We acquire data using various methods, such as from
papers, distributed datastores, and interactive voice response
or Electronic Data Capture (EDC) systems. An EDC system
collects data in electronic format to increase data accuracy
and to minimize the time [28]. A Windows service is a
program that operates in the background and is similar in
concept to aUnix daemon [29]. SystemApplication Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) and services [30] are of different types,
such as Component ObjectModel (COM) andDynamic-link
libraries (DLLs). Microsoft Windows 7, 8, and 10 come
with many sensor data acquisition services [31]. Windows 7
includes native support for sensors and provides device APIs
[32]. Windows 8 comes with preinstalled sensor monitoring
service [33]. Windows 10 comes with many preinstalled
monitoring services, such as Sensor Data Service [34]. We

take the specified advantages from theWindows services and
wearable computing devices [26, 35] to develop the basic
component of our system which is responsible for acquiring,
processing, and sending data to the server in real-time in
an event-driven manner. Before transferal, it processes the
sensor messages and interprets the different devices’ data
uniformly and retains the data in the main memory objects
holding the device profile properties.

The context server accepts the data and stores it in a
document-oriented database, using a set of specific storage
routines where each one corresponds to a specific device type.
Such procedural routines would only execute upon receiving
a specific event. Document databases are schema flexible and
can store data in different structures [36–38]. Yet to give
sanity we also apply a preschema approach which is very
effective in context to rationality without losing the schema
flexibility advantage.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is about
ANT+ protocol, and Section 3 presents a related research
overview. We discuss data acquisition aspects in Section 4.
It follows with a discussion about the architectural aspects.
The proposed methodology is described in Section 6. The
next section presents the prototype details. Future work and
summary are given in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. ANT+ Protocol

It is a low energy consuming protocol for long time moni-
toring operations, to send wireless data from one device to
another device in a flexible and robust manner.Withmillions
of installed and operating sensor devices, this protocol allows
low message rate sensor network topologies—from peer-to-
peer or star to mesh—in Personal Area Networks (PANs),
such networks are fit for activeness, fitness, wellness, sports,
and home or hospital healthcare systems [26].

ANTmanages physical, data-link, network, and transport
layers of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.
However ANT+, an extension, manages the session, presen-
tation, and application layers to provide data and device inter-
operability, as shown in Figure 1. This divides its bandwidth
into 125 channels of width equal to 1MHz and operates on
2.4GHz spectrumwith transmission duration less or equal to
150microseconds per frame (150𝜇s/frame) for 8 bytes of data.
ANT supports the establishment of numerous public or pri-
vate uniquely identifiablemanaged networks, where each one
is accessible through a special network key.The three ways for
the channel usage for any two ANT nodes, being on the same
network, are independent, shared, and scan channels [27, 39].

Each node contains an ANT protocol engine and a host
Micro Controller Unit (MCU), and it can be both master
and slave and can participate in one or more networks. It
can communicate differently depending upon factors, such as
what channel type to use; how a channel has been configured;
what data types to transmit; and in which direction to
communicate. There are different channel types, such as
bidirectional, unidirectional, and shared. Mostly, nodes use
independent, synchronized, and bidirectional channels. ANT
sends data packets over Radio Frequency (RF) channel
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Figure 1: Relationship between OSI layers and ANT/ANT+ profiles
[27].

using four different data types exclusively, that is, broadcast,
acknowledge, burst, and advance burst [27, 39, 40].

2.1. ANTData Storage and Sharing. Because ANT devices are
embedded devices and possess less energy, less memory, and
less other resources, they cannot communicate directly over
the Internet. We may lose the advantages of miniaturization
of embedded systems if we make them capable of these
features. ANT Alliance solves this problem by introducing
a technique based upon a compact way of data storage and
batch data sharing. It is a format of data representation at
the higher layers if agreed upon by vendors and is defined
mutually in a set, called as ANT+. Many of the devices
are capable of storing the data locally in this compact
structure format, called as Flexible and Interoperable Data
Transfer (FIT) protocol. This is for data interoperability and
compression, whereas to provide this ANT+ uses the notion
of device profiles where each profile represents a use case such
as heart rate and blood pressure. Therefore, ANT+ profiles
allow both sides to understand each other, as both have
already agreed upon a specific format [26].

ANT File Share (ANT-FS), an extension, provides a
robust framework for transferring FIT fileswirelessly between
two ANT enabled nodes within a limited distance. It is often
used in ultra-low power display devices with limited storage
capabilities, such as fitness watches [41]. Therefore, these FIT
files are shareable to any other FIT-compliant device. But this
technique binds the context data storage servers to be FIT-
compliant and to abide by a predefined format and as a result
this inflexibility stops them from accepting other formats
which are not predefined.

3. Related Work

There are many data acquisition and managing healthcare
systems, which have been developed. We already have dis-
cussed few Windows services in the introduction section.
To the best of our knowledge, a methodology has not been
provided by anyone for using Windows service for ANT+
sensors’ data acquisition and management. The theoretical

work presented in [42] relates to ours in the context of
the goals and the application domain; however, it is very
high level and hypothetical with untidy lose boundaries and
is incomplete, whereas the current work is pragmatic and
depicts the results. In [43], we presented a system which
acquires and stores ANT+ sensor data locally in a structural
compressed format while taking advantage of the ANT+ FIT
and FS extension features. It uploads the FIT files on the
server at a later stage using batch processing. Although it
displays sensor data locally in real-time, it is not real-time
in the context of the data delivery. Its distributed context
data management server is also inflexible with respect to
storage and does not offer a schema independent feature,
hence making it unscalable, inefficient, and inflexible.

Kozlovszky et al. [11] acquire cardiac and diabetic patient’s
data, using many protocols, such as ZigBee/XBee, Bluetooth,
and ANT+, with the help of a local data acquisition device
called DataHub, based upon a Generic Sensor Network
Data Acquisition (DAQ) solution, which sends the data to
a distributed context data storage component called Mon-
itoring Datacenter (MDC). They have used both schema
approaches, namely, structural or predefined schema and
nonstructural or schema flexible, in the form of MySQL
[44] and MongoDB [45], respectively. However, they do not
use WebSockets’ based event-driven approach but use other
Internet communication means for the data delivery. Besides
this, they do not provide a general methodology to deal with
all the sensor device types for any single targeted protocol,
such as ZigBee/XBee, Bluetooth, and ANT+, whereas they
focus on cardiac and diabetic patients. The provision of a
multiprotocol solution with visualization and alert signaling
approaches are their additional features.

However Ma and Sun [12] are similar to us technically,
but theymonitor a building environment in real-time instead
of a human body. For the data display and delivery, they
use WebSockets in the browser and for the data storage they
prefer NoSQL databases like us, but their focus is more in the
security domain.The wireless sensor networks are composed
of ZigBee and 6LoWPAN [46] instead of ANT+; hence, they
miss a general approach, having an explanation about how to
deal with all the types of ANT+ devices.

Berndt et al. [20] enable the implementation of a complex
system, by conceiving a flexible Telematics Platform, which
guarantees secure real-time communication and visualiza-
tion of the fitness and stress data for both mobile phone and
for a website. They use Bluetooth sensors to transmit data
to a mobile based gateway, which further transmits the data
to a processing database via UMTS/GPRS. Later, the data is
stored in a middleware, a Telematic Platform, which allows
integration of other applications and services. For predictive
analysis, they also propose a new fuzzy logic based stochastic
method to model the stress state of an end user. They are
similar to us in context to the platform development and its
scalable features; however, they do not handle ANT+ sensors.
The sensor data storage is not in real-time and the storage
server uses a preschema definition approach.

Zhang et al. [47] enables the development of a scalable,
real-time, multiparameter, remote healthcare monitoring
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system, based upon real-time web communication technol-
ogy, that is, HTML5-WebSockets. However, the system does
not address in general data acquisition and flexible schema
storage features. With further advancements, Zhang et al.
[16] build a context-aware mHealth System, for the remote
monitoring of physiological patient parameters, targeting
fitness and stress management application domains. The
systemprovides the technical grounds to performconditional
evaluating the physiological parameters and also provides
twomain components: (i) an online activity recognition algo-
rithm and (ii) a predictive model, based upon conditional-
reasoning knowledge based, to filter potentially dangerous
abnormal heart rate instances. Their system supports both
Bluetooth and ANT+ sensors and runs on a mobile platform.
The system acquires the data in real-time and transmits it
in near real-time to the context data server, using HTTP
and Sockets. Their server is more mature, in context of the
service provision and predictive data mining based decision
support; however, they do not provide a generalmethodology
to support all the sensor device profiles.

Gharghan et al. [48] provide a survey about monitoring
systems based on PANs, using three common wireless com-
munication protocol standards, that is, Bluetooth [49], Zig-
Bee [50], and ANT. They focus on fitness in general (i.e., by
measuring biomechanical and physiological activities of bicy-
cles and cyclists) rather than the core body parameters such
as temperature, blood pressure, and heart rate. They review,
present, and compare several communication solutions such
as low power consumption, long distance communications,
small size, and light weight. After observing the examples,
of an advanced and adaptive network technology (ANT), the
authors conclude that ANT+protocol is better due to reduced
power consumption and prolonged battery life. Furthermore,
during their later study in 2015 [51], they repeatedly prove
the energy saving advantages of ANT+ protocol over the
ZigBee protocol; and for it, they conducted corresponding
experiments within the communication range of 65 and 50
meters (m).

4. Data Acquisition Aspects

As we discussed previously in a distributed environment we
lack robust systematic methods for sensor data acquisition
and its storage which is due to many factors, such as the
diversity of sensor data and its acquisition devices. We are
required to develop general solutions to address the common
sensor data acquisition concerns, ranging from sensor data
reading to the data storage and sharing. In [52], to offer a
single-system view in the heterogeneous computer networks,
distributed systems are often organized by a layer of software
called middleware which is a software glue that is logically
placed between a higher level layer, consisting of users
and applications, and a layer underneath it, consisting of
operating systems and basic communication facilities. Due
to the absence of a shared memory, all communication
in distributed systems is based on sending and receiving
messages. In the communication context, a middleware is
an application that logically lives (mostly) in the application
layer but contains many general-purpose protocols.

For a distributed system with ANT+ protocol based data
acquisition, storage, and sharing functionality, we explore
and highlight different problems and requirements, such as
sensor communication, real-time data processing and inter-
pretation, data interchange format, real-time data delivery,
and scalable schema flexible data storage [9].

4.1. Sensor Communication. It is natural to obtain data from
sensor devices in pervasive computing which involves the
typical physical linking of carrier’s networks, such as comput-
ers, printers, and routers, through which a meaningful quan-
tity of data is bidirectionally transmitted. Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) now provide many valuable features such
as low power consumption, low cost, flexibility, efficiency,
and security which are flexible to collect information from
the monitoring environments. In short, special importance is
given to the high transmission rates for the faster downloads.
These objectives must be kept in mind while designing or
selecting a protocol from the three Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) layers, that is, physical, data-link, and network
[53]. Such aspects are addressed in IEEE 802.11 (WLAN/Wi-
Fi) and 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) standards [54]. However, Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth consume more bandwidth and power;
therefore, such protocols are not suitable for wearable sensor
devices. In contrast to this, the different aspects related to
the low-cost communication with the nearby devices are
addressed in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (e.g., under ZigBee
[55]).

Besides this several MAC protocols have been designed
for wearable devices with the objective of bandwidth opti-
mization and low power utilization. Recently a new protocol
is proposed, that is, ANT+, which is considered as more
robust to bandwidth and optimize energy consumption. It is
emerging as a widely usedMACprotocol for fitness, wellness,
and sports wearable sensor devices. Given the required con-
figuration parameters, its device interoperability capabilities
provide many additional features to the ANT+ devices such
as for the integration purposes; they get to be configured
automatically within a wireless body sensor network to build
up an ecosystem. Preinstalled ANT+ enabled devices are
available in the market. However, for the other components
which do not support ANT+ protocol, we can extend them
using ANT/ANT+ adapters so as to make them enable to
communicate. Therefore, for the wireless data transmission
between the device and the context data server, we have used
ANT USB Adapter to enable the PC as a gateway.

We have used ANT+ enabled USB device in two flavors,
that is, ANT1 (USB1) and ANT2 (USB2). ANT1 has a limited
number of channels (i.e., 4), whereas the newer ANT2 stick
has more channels (i.e., 8). Its communication aspects are
addressed under IEEE 802.15.4 [27]. Different devices operate
upon different channel types, message periods, and radio
frequencies (RF) and each of them needs to be configured
accordingly [39]. The default RF frequency value is 66 and
represents the network operating frequency of 2466MHz.
The channel message rate can range from 0.5Hz to above
200Hz. For this, we need to configure channel and USB
settings with appropriate parameters to build up a network.
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4.2. Data Processing and Interpretation. There are many rea-
sons that a sensor data must be processed in real-time before
the final delivery for storage, such as interpretation of data for
the enhancement of data semantics; translation of data within
a particular situation, to capture a more abstract contextual
concept; analysis of data to build relationships with the envi-
ronment; processing of data to shift some of the load, from
the server-side to the data collection or monitoring-side; and
defining a data interchange format for more meaningful data
transferable objects. Examples of such data processing and
transferring features can be seen in [56, 57]. Such type of data
processing is always specific to certain factors, such as sensor
protocol, a sensor device, and the use case. Therefore, this
aspect needs to be discussed with respect to two dimensions:
(i) data processing and (ii) the physical location of processing.

In a real-time scenario, the system should distinguish,
process, and interpret eachmessage before the storage. ANT+
nodes send a lot of information in the default payload (i.e.,
8 bytes) messages, where the first byte (i.e., between 0–255
range) is used for the identification purpose [58]. Different
sensors generate a similar or different type of data based on
certain factors: same message IDs, different acquired infor-
mation, same errors, same broadcast messages, or acknowl-
edge messages and so forth. Therefore, the message data
processing and interpretation are not simple. This become
more complexwhen communicatingwithmore sensor device
types; having many different message pages and categorized
data semantics.

The four data types, supported by an ANT protocol, are
broadcast, acknowledged, burst, and advanced burst data
[39]. Each data type is sent in 8-byte packets over an RF
channel. It extends device data type messages and permits
an ANT channel to send additional data to the host receiver,
besides any other data message payload. ANT+ messages
have also a 12-byte extended format with more augmented
information, such as device identification, device type, and
trans type [39]. Currently, ANT+ protocol supports more
than 60 different types and almost same number of generated
events. So a separate interpretation and processing module
for each device type do not suit andwe need a static one for all
messages. It can distinguish messages, profile types, acquired
data, and pages format.

Secondly, for the processing location, we have two alter-
natives: (i) to process at the data acquisition end, where the
sensors might reside, and (ii) to send unprocessed data to
the server, but this will create the load and will slow it down.
Adding interpretation logic to the server will make the server
inflexible in context to minor updates or any addition, with
respect to any sensor type message format, will also cause the
server rigid.

4.3. Data Interchange Format. While modeling pervasive
real-time environments and thus; there is need for data
delivery or data exchange over a communication channel; a
complex system has to take account of many nonfunctional
requirements, such as (i) heterogeneous systems’ interop-
erability; (ii) flexibility to permit easy modifications; (iii)
lightweight data to permit efficient transmissions; (iv) truth-
fulness to be consistent with the real world domain; and (v)

readability to allow data evaluation by its domain experts
[56]. Data interchange format is similar to the concept of data
wrapping; in the latter case, the data is associated with extra
security and management features, without changing the
underlying message contents, to encapsulate the context data
into an appropriate format, whereas the former is to convert
the context data into appropriate consistent and readable
format which permits understanding and evaluation to its
domain experts. Both these concepts are complementary to
each other and are used similarly. Indeed, it involves both data
abstraction and a transfer syntax for data exchange.

During the data exchange stages, the source schema based
data structures are transformed into the target schema based
data structures so that the targeted data may represent an
accuratemeaning the source data [59]. Data exchange process
is very close in concept with the data integration process,
where, in the former case, the data is actually restructured (i.e,
with the possible loss of some data contents). There are many
ways, to transform the data from one structural representa-
tion to another one; and dozens of source and target schema
representations are possible, even within a single domain.

Therefore, keeping transmission rate and performance as
the main goals, we require a data exchange language which
defines a set of data encoding rules, for both human-readable
and machine-readable formats. In fact, this is in generally
suitable with interoperation over the Internet as well as bet-
ween the heterogeneous platforms. For example, Extensible
Markup Language (XML) enables the creation and exchange
of domain-specific messages and is very popular over the
Internet [60]. However, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
[61] objects are more lightweight, serializable, and AJAX
friendly; hence, they are more suitable for faster transmis-
sions. We should define a JSON object’s model holding prop-
erties for a device type. Nurseitov et al. [62] present a good
comparison between the two technologies.

4.4. Real-Time Data Transfer. One of the basic requirements,
for a successful web-based system, is efficient processing
and data transferal over a communication channel. Data
acquisition systems possess distributed components, where
data is delivered to its consumers which can be an application
or a context data middleware, as in our case.

A real-time healthcare system is a soft real-time system;
therefore, some latency is allowed [63]. Interpretation and
detection of critical urgent situations (i.e., a sudden fall, a
heart attack, etc.) and taking appropriate automatic steps,
such as calling a friend or a hospital emergency service,
are always the main goals of a healthcare system. Real-time
healthcare systems, based onThe web technologies, involve a
large amount of sensor data exchange, as well as bidirectional
event notifications between the system components. There-
fore, real-time data delivery feature is important and always
required.

Besides this, as discussed previously, the components’
heterogeneity, use case requirements, and limited resources
make the data delivery process complicated, especially in the
case when many clients try to connect to the same server
simultaneously or multiple data sources are accessed over the
Internet via different computing nodes.
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Middleware communication protocols support high-level
communication services, for example, that allow a process to
call a procedure or invoke an object on a remote machine in
a highly transparent way [52]. Similarly, there are high-level
communication services to set and synchronize data streams
to transfer real-time data, such as a video stream. The four
high-level middleware communication services are remote
procedure calls (RPCs), message queuing services (MQS),
communication of continuous data streams, andmulticasting
[52].

The interprocess communication, in the real-time web-
based client-server distributed systems, consists of general
criteria or agenda which involves a set of phases, such
as persistent or transient, synchronous or asynchronous,
discrete or streaming communication, interface, connection-
orientation, speed, single or bidirection, and persistency. In
the following we discuss these communication alternatives
with respect to our healthcare scenario.

4.4.1. Persistent or Transient. In persistent communication,
the middlewares store the messages in one or several storage
facilities until their delivery to the receiver. In contrast to
this, we have the transient communication in which both
sender and receiver are active and are executing entities.
In healthcare, for the real-time scenario, we do not need a
middleware to store data temporary until its delivery, so our
communication should be transient.

4.4.2. Synchronous or Asynchronous. The characteristic fea-
ture of asynchronous communication is that a sender con-
tinues immediately after it has submitted its message for
transmission [52]. As a result, the transmitter is blocked
until its request is known to be accepted. Therefore, for the
healthcare real-time scenario, we need a transmitter which
does not wait for responses and continue its work; hence, in
this scenario, the transmission will be asynchronous.

4.4.3. Discrete or Streaming Communication. We should also
make a distinction between discrete or streaming communi-
cation; and in the former case, the distributed components
communicate with messages and each message form a com-
plete unit of information. In the latter situation, the streaming
communication deals with carrying multiple messages at the
same time, one after the other, and the messages refer to each
other by the order they are sent [52].Therefore, in the context
of the given problem, we should send the sensor data using a
data interchange format, such as XMLor JSON formats, and a
message will be a complete unit of information.We shall take
these options to solve the problem we are dealing with and
the body wearable sensors we have planned to use are heart
rate, temperature, foot pod sensors, and so forth. In contrast
to the above options, we may switch to the other choices and
should select a streaming communication while dealing with
camera or voice sensors.

4.4.4. Interface. An interface is a collection of procedures, by
which a client can call to use its functionality and to pass
the value parameters as arguments. A system can provide
access to its components, without exposing any further detail,

through the procedural/functional interfaces. For the remote
access, there are different techniques available to use, to
expose a software component’s Application Programming
Interfaces (API), such as Interface Definition Languages
(IDL), as mostly used in RPCs; the Representational State
Transfer (RESTful) Service Description Language (RSDL), as
mostly used for HTTP-based web applications (i.e., typically
REST web services) [64]; and the Web Service Description
Language (WSDL), as mostly used in web services [65]. The
primary purpose of the REST-compliant web services is to
manipulate representations of web resources using a uniform
set of stateless operations [66].

Nonetheless, such procedural resources may also be
functional and executable upon receiving specific events.
A distributed system, having an Event Driven Architecture
(EDA), reacts to a set of special events generated by different
components. There are different reasons responsible for the
generation of such type of events, such as upon detecting
strange situations in the environment, a process or a thread
which may generate an event, upon receiving a procedure or
a function call, and upon receiving a special message with an
event from a client.

4.4.5. Speed. Latency is a significant issue in networked
systems and even milliseconds (ms) become important while
dealing with industrial or healthcare problems. Using the
UDP protocol for the transmission purpose is considered
very suitable because of its speed, which is due to the
lightweight data packets and no data delivery guarantee
overhead. For healthcare, when a systemhas to deliver in real-
time over the Internet, in a peer-to-peer manner, latency is
very important, as well as the guarantee of the data delivery.
But previous research shows that HTTP was not designed for
real-time, full-duplex communication due to the complexity
of real-time HTTP Web applications [67]. We must seek
alternatives for Internet-based real-time ANT+ sensor data
delivery with speed and other features (discussed above)
related to the distributed systems.

4.4.6. Connection-Orientation or Connectionless. In connec-
tion-oriented communication a communication session or a
semipermanent connection is established before any useful
data transmission; however in contrast to this, in connection-
less transmissions the data may be delivered out of the order
and independent to each other, over different suitable paths.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) are two divergent and core members of
the Internet protocol suite, where the former guarantees the
transmission and is connection oriented but slower than the
later one, as discussed already [52].

Developing the distributed systems, in the domain of
healthcare, we deal with critical and emergency situations.
For such kind of real-time scenarios, we do not require amid-
dleware that may lose the data packets or a significant event
message during the transmission process, particularly during
the transmission of critical event messages regarding life vital
sign alerts or fire alarms and so forth. Although there are
available other alternatemechanisms, to assure the delivery of
the data transmission, a connection-oriented communication
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would be preferable in this case, whereas in the case of
dealing with the video streaming or voice data we may need
more bandwidth as well as efficiency; therefore, a faster
communication medium would be preferable, in such a case
a connectionless communication will be suitable.

4.4.7. Bidirectional Communication. In simplex communica-
tion information travels in one direction at a time, whereas
full-duplex communication transmits in both sides and
is helpful in situations when either sides want to initiate
communication or server also wants to respond quickly [52].

In polling a client continuously checks the other pro-
grams or devices to see what state it is in, at the moment;
usually, the client wants to see whether the server is still
connected and it has some data to share. HTTP polling was
considered as a better option for delivering real-time data
with both sides communicating [68].

Push technology or server push describes a style of
Internet-based communication, in which the request for a
given transaction is initiated by the publisher. Push services
are often based on information preferences expressed in
advance. Instead of asking the client to explicitly request (i.e.,
pull) the information that they need, the data is to be sent
to the client without having them specifically ask for it [69].
The CometWeb application model [70] was invented to push
data from a server to a browser without an HTTP request
from the browser, but it is generally implemented using long
polling to accommodate multiple browsers. Long polling is
not believed to provide any substantial improvement over
traditional polling [71, 72].

The WebSocket protocol enables full-duplex communi-
cation between a client and a remote host over a single
TCP socket [73]. The WebSocket API is currently a W3C
working draft [74]. WebSocket is more efficient than the
HTTP polling with the ratio of three-to-one reduction in
latency [72].The authors in [68, 75, 76] describe that one best
way to implement server push for theweb browser based real-
time application is by using WebSockets.

AnEDA is very flexible and scalable to extend a system for
the development of publish-subscribe patterned applications
because these allow loose coupling between the client-server
systems, as depicted in [76]. Such system architectures have
lot of advantages in broadcasting and targeting a specific
group of people to send the data; for example, one is sending
an alert event to a patient’s friends as well as to the doctor; one
wants to publish the patient’s history to more than one group
of people including the patient’s doctor and his relatives;
or one group set of patients subscribes to single source of
information or service.

4.4.8. Persistent Connection. Making a new TCP connection
every time against each request will add unnecessary latencies
and will create an inefficient utilization of the network and
host resources. So an option is to have persistent connections;
and for this, we have the HTTP persistent connection or
HTTP keep-alive protocol: it uses a single TCP connection
to transmit and receive multiple HTTP request/response
messages [77]. There are many advantages of having this
technique, such as a decrease in the latency of the messages

Acquiring

Transmitting

Storing

Figure 2: Three main steps of data acquisition.

and fewer opening and closing of the TCP connections; the
servermay get a notification about when a client leaves; hence
this creates a possibility to notice that when either side leaves,
the possibility that either side can start a communication
and so forth. Beside other many advantages,WebSockets also
provide persistent connections and stay at an abstract level to
allow traffic for different streams [78].

4.5. Data Storage. It is the physical storage of the data in an
organized way. Some of the main factors which have effect
upon selecting a good database management system are the
data structure or database schema; storage format; scalability;
object and instance relationships; and techniques of data
gathering.

4.5.1. Storage Schema. An ANT+ protocol deals with many
device profile types, to support device interoperability. Thus,
we cannot restrict our storage collections to a circumcised
circle of specific device formats. We need a flexible database
that may allow storage for any schema or format. In other
words, the same entity’s instance could be storable in more
than one format and a single database relation would be able
to support this.

4.5.2. Storage Algorithm. Supposing a specific profile type, we
require defining a finite set of steps that must be followed
to store a message instance related to a profile type. Such
steps must perform logically correct updates to a database,
leaving it consistent and concurrent after the manipulations.
It is significant to mention that the algorithm should be
capable enough of holding all the possible schema and such
schema oriented algorithm must be valid and abiding to the
specifically selected profile type.

5. Architectural Aspects

A software architecture outlines the high-level components,
their relationships, and how to create them. This is to under-
stand an environment of a system beside targeting the main
goals, such that the system must be scalable and flexible both
horizontally and vertically to gather, translate, distribute,
and manage sensor data in the context-aware telemonitoring
system. Such a context-aware component should allow an
integration of services and applications as an addition.

As in Figure 2, the three sensor acquisition abstract level
stages are acquiring, transmitting, and storing the sensor
data, whereas the acquire and transmit stages can be autono-
mous components with their own local storage repositories.

The use case scenario unfolds a real-time bidirectional
message oriented communication among the two main
distributed components, holding the procedures to manage
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heterogeneous timestamp data, transmitted by a remote
acquisition component. Getting into details, both elements
have different goals in different environments.

Although the transient middleware does not store the
sensor data temporarily, however, first of all, it separates the
sensor data acquisition component from the data storage
component clearly, and in this way, this leaves a loosely
coupled environment. In healthcare applications, there are
many situations when the server has to respond quickly to
certain events; hence, an event-driven approach is beneficial.
Likewise, an EDA is extremely loosely coupled and highly
distributed [79]. To be flexible and to differentiate the control
logic from the user interfaces and complex data modeling, a
Model-View-Controller (MVC) approach is themost suitable
architectural pattern which is very famous for building web
applications [80].

As mentioned in Introduction, the data acquisition appli-
cation will be based upon a Microsoft Windows Service.

The data transfer stage should be capable enough of
providing a lightweight and efficient open-source middle-
ware which can handle an event-driven communication in a
nonblocking manner. It can accept a WebSocket request and
can perform the handshaking to open a persistent full-duplex
communication channel. Alongside, it must provide an inter-
face to accept JSON formatted lightweight data messages to
store them in a nonrelational schema flexible format.

6. Methodology

Handling different types of diseases and health issues at any
of the organizational levels, such as individual, regional,
national, or international level, is getting hard and expensive
worldwide. Precise research has proved that individual health
management, exercise, and physical monitoring help to pre-
vent and cure diseases to improve health conditions, and the
key to this is to “Keep in Touch (KIT),” with the patient using
the ICT means. Unfortunately, we lack general approaches
towards sensor data acquisition, transmission, and storage.
We had already talked briefly in the previous sections about
the various technical obstacles, that is, sensor communica-
tion, information rendering, data interchange format, data
transfer, data store, and system environment. To target these
technical goals, we have presented and implemented a general
methodologywhich is useful in developing remote healthcare
Windows service using Body Area Networks (BAN) for
ANT+ enabled sensors. Figure 3 depicts the high-level com-
ponents and their interactions with respect to the proposed
methodology that takes into account the rapid prototyping
of ANT+ sensor data provisioning systems.

At an initial phase, the system configures theANT+wear-
able sensor devices to get and parse the data obtained from
them. We use an ANT2 stick gateway, to enable the PC to
integrate the several sensors with the PC.The manager mod-
ule opens different communication channels for the sensor
devices depending upon their required configuration settings.
This uses predefined parameters (i.e., in the default case
obtained from an XML file) for the configuration settings
of the USB and the communication channels. Due to ANT+

interoperability, any device type fromany vendor can be plug-
gable using the manager provided the configuration settings
as parameters. ANT managed library, from Dynastream,
helps to communicate to acquire data from wireless sensors
through the serial USB stick [26].

The ANTController has a static subcomponent (i.e, Pro-
file Static Interpreter) to process all the event messages of the
sensor device or the USB stick. It distinguishes the messages
based on their IDs and device types. Since each device type
targets a specific use case, such as a heart rate, it will hold
different data semantics; therefore, this static module must
have a specific message interpretation functionality, as in the
current case we require for the heart rate sensor. For each
individual device type, the message interpreter is respon-
sible for the extraction of the relevant data semantics and
characteristics from the event message data. The interpreter
extracts these semantics according to the use-case based
device profile specifications, which are defined in the device
profile documents provided by the ANT Alliance [58].

After themessage data interpretation, theANTController
module extracts and stores each interpreter’s specific data in
its relevant temporary objects, which hold attributes relevant
to a corresponding device profile.Thus, the module’s internal
organization will deliver a separate temporary object for each
device profile.

TheANTPusher component should hold in general JSON
modeling system, which additionally carry a separate JSON
model with respect to each device profile. Alongside the pro-
file properties, a JSONmodel may have additional attributes,
such as start time, end time, timestamps, or identification.
Furthermore, a single model can be subdivided into two
models depending upon the requirements, such as that all
ANT+ sensors send their device information once after every
65 message events.Therefore, we can differentiate this part of
data from the specific JSONmodel and can send it separately
upon another later time interval.

TheANTPusher has a subcomponent called asDataEmit-
ter, which uses a WebSocket protocol client to establish a
permanent full-duplex, event-driven based, single commu-
nication connection with the remote distributed component
after anHTTP-based handshake authentication. DataEmitter
transmits the sensor data payload in the form of JSON
message, as well as a device-specific event. Before themessage
sending starts, this emitter module fills the lightweight
JSON model with the data taken from the corresponding
temporary objects. This also contains some specific timers
which generate events to trigger and notify the ANTPusher
component to transmit the data. Each device profile can have
a specific timer depending upon itsmessage rate. A developer
can specify the message rates in an XML file and provides
those to the component. Therefore, following this method
one can develop Windows based sensor data acquisition
service for any ANT+ device category.

The secondmain distributed component (i.e., the context
data middleware) is responsible for the storage mechanisms
of the JSON sensor data payload, emitted from the ANT-
Pusher along a specific event. As mentioned previously, we
need a database that may be flexible and scalable enough
to live with multiple differing structural instances of a same
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device profile object. For such a complex situation, the best
is to use a document-oriented database because of its schema
flexible, scalable, and data handling features. There are many
such nonrelational databases available; however mongoDB
is considered as the best due to its flexible schema support,
scalable, replication, and sharding features [45]. For example,
MongoDB can store different formats of the heart rate sensor
data in a single collection and can provide efficient access to it.

To have a sanity layer before the schemaless data storage,
we suggest utilizing a preschema approach which is very
effective in context to rationality. For it, we recommend
using a middleware, that is, Mongoose, which is a fully
developed Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) library for
the NodeJS and MongoDB based environments [81]. For a
specific device profile, while using Mongoose, we can define
as many schemas as we want, according to the requirements.
The MongoDB will allow the storage of data according to
all defined schemas (i.e., using Mongoose) in any single
(or more) collection. In order to store JSON based sensor
payloads, according to a Mongoose schema, this component
contains a collection of device specific procedures which are
responsible for the data manipulation and are also accessible
through Socket.IO interface upon receiving an event from
the Data Emitter. These are set of programming algorithms
responsible for a model storage. To allow bidirectional event-
driven communication to have access to the data manage-
ment procedures and to perform the tasks in a nonblocking
way, this component must provide such a flexible loosely
coupled services. Node.js [82] is a JavaScript-based open-
source event driven supported framework which performs
operations in an asynchronous fashion. Due to its high-
performance network communication and programming
environment, we can achieve our required functionality for
the complex environment.

ExpressJS is a complete web framework solution which
supports the development of applications and services based
upon HTTP communication. If one wants to allow access to
the NodeJS server through HTTPWeb interface, one can use
this framework to develop such a component. Middlewares
also contain a stack of processors which run on each request
made to the server. One can have as many numbers of
middlewares that can process each request one by one in a
serial manner. Any one of them can change the request, alter
data, and then pass it to the next()middleware in the chain.

7. Implemented Prototype

A prototype is developed and tested successfully, containing
the above-discussed components and the features. We use
three types of ANT+ device profile sensors, such as heart rate,
temperature, and foot pod [83].The Device Manager module
automatically loads the respective configuration settings from
an XML file when the ANTPusherService Windows service
starts. The system starts accepting data from the sensors
simultaneously and parses the messages to populate the
specific temporary object. We have developed its Model and
Controller components with respect to the MVC architec-
tural pattern. A daemon service mostly does not have the
display component because it runs as a background process.
However, the prototype is developed with a target to have a
flexible and integrated architecture which allow space for the
additional features; therefore, there are different techniques
available to add views as an additional feature to the system.

In the prototype, we have used about 4 timers to notify
the Data Emitter module to emit the JSON data with
device specific events. We used 3 timers to send sensor data
periodically; however, 1 timer is used to send device-specific
information, but once after every 10–15 minutes (min). The
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ANTPusher module fills the heart rate, temperature, and foot
pod JSONmodelswith the data payload and emits themupon
receiving a triggering notification from the respective timers.
Roughly speaking, almost each device’s data is emitted after
every 3-4 seconds (s); but these are not fixed configuration
settings since the system is flexible and allows configuration
changes to a programmer. For example, when Data Emitter
module sends heart rate data, it sends ‘heartrateMin’ event
and for the heart rate sensor’s device information it emits
‘heartrateHr’ event.

We have faced different problem during the develop-
ment of the prototype, such as how to use WebSockets
between a.Net platform and NodeJs based javascript server.
To solve this issue, for our windows platform, we use
SocketIO4Net.Client library which provides a.NET 4.0 C#
client for the Socket.IO [84].

To accept WebSocket events, utilizing a full-duplex per-
sistent connection in a nonblocking manner, we have devel-
oped the NodeJS based server using Node.js [82] framework.
We have defined the listeners for each expected event from
the ANTPusherService, such as socket.on (‘heartrate-
Min',function (payload)){}. According to the Mon-
goose schema, the server calls the corresponding algorithms
to check and store the data in MongoDB collections. We
defined three Mongoose schema for the three sensors and
have written six different algorithms for their JSON data
handling. The three of them relate to storing device’s infor-
mation in the corresponding collection. The communication
middleware calls these respective procedures upon receiving
the events through the Socket.io interface.

8. Future Work

We can extend our system in different ways such as by
targeting other platforms to test our methodology by adding
different views at the client side which may allow interactive
personalized interfaces to its users; by adding additional in
general web interfaces at the data server which may accept
data from other sensor devices; and by having more valu-
able data analysis components. Defining a complete event-
response system based upon more specific use case, between
the twomain components, willmake the systemmore explicit
in context to the usage. To perform predictive analysis during
data acquisition and to generate the alarming event to trigger
healthcare services are the broad focus. There are a lot of
opportunities to develop and integrate healthcare services
into our very scalable and flexible healthcare system. There
are opportunities to develop and integrate more services for
different stakeholders, such as patients, doctors, or hospitals.

We want to have different namespaces in the sockets, to
support different endpoints or paths to target the stakeholders
as different groups, by providing different rooms to the users
such as patient’s friends’ list, physicians list, or service provider
group. The different stages within the methodology are flex-
ible to extend with respect to different aspects, for example,
in context to the data access point of view. Another facet is
to modify and check the system by altering the middleware
characteristics as discussed in Section 4.

Having better data organization schema, beside robust
storage algorithms, can enrich the system performance and
usability as a whole. Node.js framework supports a lot of
independent middlewares; one can explore such options
to enhance the features. Moreover, the platform is highly
scalable andflexible; therefore, this can be extendable inmany
ways. Using the presented distributed middleware architec-
ture, there are many opportunities for the future work in
the field of Artificial Intelligence with its applications in the
healthcare domain.

9. Summary

An ageing society is lacking with better healthcare means
both at homes as well as in the hospitals. There are many
responsible factors such as devices and sensor data het-
erogeneity, robust transmission techniques, lack of available
services at the doors or on each computer, and strict inflex-
ible storage mechanisms. In this paper, we have presented
a methodological architecture to acquire body parameters
using ANT+ sensors without worrying about different ven-
dors.The system interprets all the sensor data simultaneously
and communicates it to the context data server in a nonblock-
ing full-duplex event driven manner for a real-time scenario.
The storage server accepts the lightweight JSON data and
is capable of storing it in any structure in an asynchronous
manner. A prototype has been implemented as an evidence
to support the methodology. Within a real-time web envi-
ronment, the system emphasizes the interoperability through
many factors, such as device connectivity, device data inter-
pretation, data format, data transmission, and data storage.

Using a schema flexible approach for the data storage is
not new, but using it for the vendor-neutral perspectives to
handle all ANT+ sensors is significant. On the other hand,
we propose a storage context model that organizes the sensor
data in the document-oriented schema. Finally, we havemade
themonitoring and storage experiments to illustrate the supe-
riority of our approach. Such a system canhelp to decrease the
expenditures caused by long-term hospitalization or frequent
visits to medical doctors.
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